Senior healthcare, reimagined.
You'll sense immediately that at Spry Senior, something’s different.

Your best life begins with connection — to healthcare, to wellness, to community. And it all starts with your very own dedicated primary care provider who is committed to helping you maintain a healthy life, for life. This is Spry Senior.

Join the SPRY community.
Virtual and in-person appointments available — call or go online to schedule.

SprySenior.com
440.592.6200

Conveniently located at:
14770 Snow Rd., Brook Park, OH 44142
15201 Pearl Rd., Strongsville, OH 44136

Let’s SPRY Together.
Strong communities create healthy individuals.
See what makes Spry Senior stand out.

- Dedicated primary care providers
- Longer and more frequent appointment times
- Door-to-doctor transportation
- Same-day appointments
- On-site lab
- Care Questionnaire

Spry Care Questionnaire

Connecting you to the resources you need.

During your first visit, you’ll begin your appointment by answering our Care Questionnaire, a screening that will help your provider determine the type of care you need and what resources may be beneficial. This screening allows us to learn more about where you are outside of just healthcare, from diet and exercise to mental health and housing — wellness is more than primary care at Spry Senior.

Seeing the Bigger Picture

Did you know 80% of health is determined by factors beyond medical care?

At Spry Senior, we understand holistic primary care encompasses more than just a doctor’s visit. While we do provide preventative care and management of chronic and complex medical conditions, we hold strong in promoting socially active, healthy lifestyles and believe in building strong connections to friends and neighbors.